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	The field of optical thin films continues to expand at a rapid rate in both

	commercial application and technology. As individuals and as a technical

	community, we continue to gain new understanding as new tools, techniques,

	processes, and experimental results become available. Since the publication of the

	first edition, enough new material has become available to warrant a new edition

	with expanded usefulness for the reader.





	Some of the areas of expansion and addition include: new design

	visualization and optimization techniques, coating equipment updates, a review of

	spectral measuring equipment and techniques, a significantly expanded materials

	section, further ion-assisted and energetic process experience, more detail on and

	examples of design of experiments methodology, expanded understanding of

	optical monitoring sensitivity, the use of constrained optimization to promote

	more reproducible designs, consideration of the rapidly expanding dense

	wavelength division multiplexing applications of optical coatings, and new

	simulations of the error compensation effects available in optical monitoring with

	associated tolerance estimations.





	This book continues to serve as a tutorial text for those new to the field and

	as a reference for those with long experience.
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Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications: 6th International Conference, WASA 2011, ChengduSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th Annual International Conference on Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications, WASA 2011, held in Chengdu, China, in August 2011. The 26 revised full papers and 13 invited papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers address all...
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Photoshop Elements 3 SolutionsSybex, 2004
Transform the Ordinary into the Extraordinary
    With Photoshop Elements 3, Adobe has introduced substantial new features for digital photographers—including RAW support, organizing tools, Healing Brushes, and much more. As the software has become easier for digital photography enthusiasts to use and more compelling for...
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RFID Explained (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
This lecture provides an introduction to Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), a technology enabling automatic identification of objects at a distance without requiring line-of-sight. Electronic tagging can be divided into technologies that have a power source (active tags), and those that are powered by the tag interrogation signal (passive...
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Practical Machine Learning with Rust: Creating Intelligent Applications in RustApress, 2019

	
		Explore machine learning in Rust and learn about the intricacies of creating machine learning applications. This book begins by covering the important concepts of machine learning such as supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning, and the basics of Rust. Further, you’ll dive into the more specific fields of machine...
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Basic Urological ManagementSpringer, 2018

	
		Welcome to Basic Urological Management. We hope you enjoy and learn from this
	
		book. The aim of this book is to not only gain knowledge but an understanding of
	
		patient pathways and what to do next for patients at different steps in each pathway.
	
		It is perfectly fine not to know something in medicine and then to go and...
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Microsoft Excel 2013: Illustrated BriefCengage Learning, 2013

	Welcome to Microsoft Excel 2013—Illustrated Brief. This book has a unique design: Each skill is presented on two facing pages, with steps on the left and screens on the right. The layout makes it easy to learn a skill without having to read a lot of text and flip pages to see an illustration.
...
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